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Abstract: AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x in molar ratio x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0) high-entropy alloy
(HEA) coatings were manufactured on 304 stainless steel by laser cladding. The constituent phases,
microstructures, chemical composition, micro-hardness and wear resistance of the HEA coatings
were investigated respectively by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), a Vickers hardness tester and a friction/wear testing machine.
It was found that an AlCoCrFeNi alloy coating without Nb consisted of body-centered-cubic (BCC)
and order BCC (B2) phases, while the AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x > 0) alloy coatings consisted of BCC, B2 and
Laves phases. Microstructures of the AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings evolved from equiaxed grain
(x = 0) to hypoeutectic (0.25 ≤ x < 0.75), then to full eutectic (x = 0.75), and finally to hypereutectic
(x > 0.75). With increasing Nb content, the Vickers hardness values increased. AlCoCrFeNiNb0.75

alloy coating with a fully eutectic microstructure demonstrated the best wear resistance among the
AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x ≥ 0) alloy coatings.
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1. Introduction

Generally, traditional alloys consist of one main element, whereas high entropy alloys (HEAs)
are usually composed of five or more elements and their concentrations range from 5–35 at. %
(atomic percent) [1–3]. The unique component design brings four core effects: high entropy effect,
lattice distortion effect, sluggish diffusion and cocktail effect. Due to these effects, HEAs usually
consist of simple solid solution structures, nano-structures or can even be amorphous [4–6] and they
possess excellent properties such as high strength, good thermal stability, good electrical and magnetic
performance and excellent corrosion and wear resistance [7–17]. Thus, HEAs have been extensively
studied because of the unique design conception and their excellent properties.

Until now, many different methods have been successfully applied to synthesize HEAs [18],
such as vacuum arc furnace, laser cladding, selective electron beam melting, laser engineered net
shaping and so on. Among them, laser cladding, which melts the materials using a high energy
density laser beam, is widely adopted to fabricate HEAs [19]. There are several advantages of laser
cladding: firstly, the solidification rate is much faster than that of other fabrication methods so
that a fine microstructure is obtained and many defects can be avoided during the laser cladding
process [20]; secondly, the flexible and controllable working parameters give opportunities for different
raw materials to form a thought-fitted layer. Additionally, the laser cladding technique will obviously
reduce the cost, because the HEA coatings need less raw materials than other techniques such as arc
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melting [21]. Therefore, the laser cladding technique will undoubtedly become promising among
various synthesis methods.

The AlCoCrFeCuNi alloy, with outstanding mechanical properties, was the first and most studied
HEA system [1,22,23]. After that, the Cu element was removed because it easily segregates in the
interdendritic region, deteriorating the mechanical properties of the alloy. Therefore, AlCoCrFeNi
HEAs have been widely studied by many researchers [24–30]. Wang [28] discovered that the
AlCoCrFeNi alloy displayed excellent mechanical properties, in which the yield strength, compressive
strength and plastic strain reached 1250.96 MPa, 2004.23 MPa, and 32.7%, respectively. Kunce [30]
fabricated a AlCoCrFeNi HEA through laser engineered net shaping and found that with an increase
in laser scanning rate, the average grain size of the alloy decreased, resulting in the increment
of micro-hardness. In addition, the effects of the addition of a secondary element such as Ti,
V, C or Nb [31–34] into the AlCoCrFeNi alloy have also been studied in order to further tailor
their microstructures and properties. Ma [34] added the Nb element into the AlCoCrFeNi HEA.
The AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloys were fabricated using arc melting and the results showed that the alloys
exhibited a eutectic microstructure and high strength/hardness. The high strength/hardness might
result in outstanding wear resistance. Moreover, the AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloys fabricated by laser
cladding were rarely researched.

Thus, in this study, laser cladding was employed to synthesize the AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, and 1.0) HEAs on 304 stainless steel in order to enhance the wear resistance of the substrate.
Then, the microstructure and mechanical properties (Vickers hardness and wear resistance) of the
AlCoCrFeNiNbx HEA coatings were investigated.

2. Materials and Methods

The alloys of AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x value in molar ratio, x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, denoted
as Nb0, Nb0.25, Nb0.5, Nb0.75, and Nb1.0, respectively) were prepared. Al, Co, Cr, Fe, Ni and Nb
powders with purity higher than 99.5% were used as the raw materials. The 304 stainless steel was
applied as the substrate with a size of 25 mm × 15 mm × 8 mm in this work and the compositions
were listed in Table 1. The substrates were treated with 180-grit abrasive paper to remove surface
oxides and contaminants. Before the laser cladding, the HEA powders were placed onto the surface
of the 304 stainless steel to form the powder bed with a thickness of 1.2 mm. Laser cladding was
carried out by a semiconductor-type laser processing machine (LWS-500 Laserline, Koblenz, Germany).
The parameters were: laser power = 1000 W, spot diameter = 3 mm, scan speed = 7 mm/s, and the
high-purity argon was supplied to create a protective atmosphere during the laser cladding process.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of 304 stainless steel (wt. %).

Element Cr Ni Mn Si C Fe

Content 18.56 8.78 ≤2.0 ≤2.0 ≤1.0 Balance

The samples were cut perpendicular to the laser scanning direction. Half an alloy was ground,
polished, and etched with alcohol dilute aqua regia for microstructure observation, while the remaining
half was ground and polished for crystal structure and friction wear testing. The identification of
constituent phases was accomplished by x-ray diffraction (XRD, XRD, Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany)
with Co Kα radiation at 30 kV and 15 mA, a scanning speed of 5◦/min and 2θ ranging from 30◦

to 120◦. The microstructure and chemical composition of the coatings were measured using a
field-emission-gun scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss Supra 55, Oberkochen, Germany) with
a working distance of 11 mm equipped and an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The Vickers
hardness tester (MH-6L) was used to get the hardness values from the top of the HEAs coating to the
304 stainless steel substrate with a load of 4.9 N and a duration time of 15 s. The wear resistance was
tested by a wear testing machine (CFT-I, Zhongke Kaihua, Lanzhou, China) under dry sliding friction.
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The test load of 10 N and a duration time of 30 min were used during wear testing and a Si3N4 ceramic
ball with a diameter of 3 mm was selected as a counterpart. The worn surfaces of the samples were
characterized by SEM. The depth and width of the worn surface were measured by a confocal laser
scanning microscope (LEXT OLS4000, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Phase Analysis

The XRD patterns of AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0) HEA coatings were shown
in Figure 1a. It can be found that the Nb0 alloy coating only appeared in body-centered-cubic (BCC)
diffraction peaks. Small peaks near 36◦ correspond to 001 reflections of the order BCC (B2) phase.
The constituent phases of the AlCoCrFeNi laser cladding coating were the same as that of the arc
melting ingot [35]. With the addition of Nb, the new diffraction peaks of the Laves phase appeared
and the intensity was enhanced. Figure 1b gave the detailed scans for the (110) peak of the BCC solid
solution phase. The peak of (110)BCC shifting to the lower 2θ with the increased Nb content indicates
that the lattice parameters of the BCC solid solution phase increased. The lattice parameter (a) of the
BCC solid solution were 2.8737 Å, 2.8828 Å, 2.8833 Å, 2.8830 Å and 2.8839 Å for Nb0, Nb0.25, Nb0.5,
Nb0.75 and Nb1.0, respectively, which were calculated using the Bragg equation from the (110)BCC

peak. The ε (ε = 4a/a0, where 4a =|a−a0|) [36] was used to evaluate the lattice strain of the BCC
phase, wherein a0 was the lattice parameter of the Nb0 alloy coating, which was regarded as a “perfect”
alloy. Results indicated that the lattice strain of the BCC phase of AlCoCrFeNiNbx increases with the
increase in Nb content. The Nb1.0 alloy coating had the highest ε, indicating the largest lattice strain.
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a thickness of about 1.2 mm and consisted of a cladding zone (denoted by CZ), bonding zone 
(denoted by BZ), heat-affected zone (denoted by HAZ) and substrate. There were no obvious holes, 
cracks or other defects in these alloy coatings. The distinct long, smooth bonding line was clearly seen 
at the interface of the coating and the substrate (seen in Figure 2b), which indicated a high-quality 
metallurgical combination between the HEA coating and the substrate. Different microstructures 
could be seen from BZ to CZ because the solidification microstructure depends on the temperature 
gradient of liquid (GL) and solidification rate (SR). Near the substrate, GL was large while SR tended 
to zero, so the value of GL/SR was very large and planar growth occurred. The GL/SR value decreased 
continually from the solid–liquid interface to the top of the molten pool and the microstructure 

Figure 1. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0) alloy
coatings. (b) Detailed scans for the (110) peak of the body-centered-cubic (BCC) solid solution phase.
a.u. = arbitrary units; B2 = order BCC.

3.2. Microstructures

The micrographs of a cross-section and bonding zone were presented in Figure 2. As can be seen
in Figure 2a, the cross-section showed a typical laser cladding shape with a width of about 3 mm and a
thickness of about 1.2 mm and consisted of a cladding zone (denoted by CZ), bonding zone (denoted by
BZ), heat-affected zone (denoted by HAZ) and substrate. There were no obvious holes, cracks or other
defects in these alloy coatings. The distinct long, smooth bonding line was clearly seen at the interface
of the coating and the substrate (seen in Figure 2b), which indicated a high-quality metallurgical
combination between the HEA coating and the substrate. Different microstructures could be seen from
BZ to CZ because the solidification microstructure depends on the temperature gradient of liquid (GL)
and solidification rate (SR). Near the substrate, GL was large while SR tended to zero, so the value
of GL/SR was very large and planar growth occurred. The GL/SR value decreased continually from
the solid–liquid interface to the top of the molten pool and the microstructure changed from planar
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to columnar and then to equiaxed grain accordingly [37]. Table 2 displayed the EDS results from the
bonding zone (BZ) for all coatings. It could be seen that the Fe content in the BZ was much higher than
the nominal content but lower than that of the substrate for all samples. The reason for this might be
that the Fe atom diffused from the 304 stainless steel substrate to the HEA coating during the laser
cladding process. However, the atom diffusion happened in a short time and in a limited region, which
ensured that the chemical composition of the HEA coating was close to that of the designed content.
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Figure 2. Micrographs of the cross-section and bonding zone of the alloy coating. (a) Cross-section,
(b) bonding zone. CZ = cladding zone; BZ = bonding zone; HAZ = heat-affected zone.

Table 2. Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) results of the bonding zone (BZ) for AlCoCrFeNiNbx

(x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0) alloy coatings (at. %).

Alloys Regions Al Cr Fe Co Ni Nb

Nb0
Nominal 20 20 20 20 20 0

BZ 9.26 19.87 57.2 5.04 8.63 0

Nb0.25
Nominal 19.05 19.05 19.05 19.05 19.05 4.75

BZ 4.41 21.97 60.32 4.7 8.61 0

Nb0.5
Nominal 18.18 18.18 18.18 18.18 18.18 9.1

BZ 4.44 22.25 60.21 4.44 8.65 0

Nb0.75
Nominal 17.39 17.39 17.39 17.39 17.39 13.05

BZ 3.78 23.61 61.25 4.31 7.05 0

Nb1.0
Nominal 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.65

BZ 5.61 23.52 56.58 4.72 8.09 1.48

Figure 3 presented the microstructures of the CZ in AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) alloy
coatings. For the Nb0 alloy coating, the equiaxed grain structure exhibited modulated basket-weave
morphology particles as shown in Figure 3a. Similar results have been reported in the literature [38,39].
When Nb was added into the AlCoCrFeNi alloy, the microstructure changed significantly. From
Figure 3b, we can see that the Nb0.25 alloy coating had a dendritic morphology, which consisted of
modulated basket-weave morphology and lamellar microstructure in the dendritic (denote by A) and
interdendritic regions (denoted by B), respectively. This indicated that the Nb0.25 alloy coating was
hypoeutectic. With the increase of Nb content, the volume fraction of the lamellar microstructure
increases. A typical hypoeutectic microstructure consisting of a dark flowery region (denote by A)
and a eutectic region (denoted by B) was obtained for the Nb0.5 alloy coating, as shown in Figure 3c.
From the high magnification SEM image of the Nb0.5 alloy coating (seen in Figure 3d), it can be
found that region A also demonstrated a modulated structure with the basket-weave morphology, and
region B showed the thin lamellar eutectic structure. The Nb0.75 alloy coating showed a full eutectic
microstructure, as shown in Figure 3e. When the Nb content reached 1.0, the primary phase (denoted
by C) appeared, indicating that the Nb1.0 alloy coating was hypereutectic.

Table 3 displayed the EDS results of the coating zone (CZ) for all coatings. Figure 4 shows the
EDS mapping of the AlCoCrFeNiNb0.5 alloy. It can be found that for the AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x > 0) alloy
coatings, region A was enriched in Al and Ni elements while the Nb element was depleted. On the
contrary, region C was enriched in the Nb element. Combined with the EDS and XRD results, region A
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was an Al, Ni-rich BCC and B2 phase, while region C was a Nb-rich Laves phase. The atom radius of
the Nb element was the largest among all the alloying elements. So limited Nb element was dissolved
into the AlCoCrFeNi alloy while the rest of the Nb element yielded the formation of the Nb-rich Laves
phase. Furthermore, the Al–Ni atom pair possessed a very negative mixing enthalpy (−22 kJ/mol) [40]
and tended to combine to form the Al, Ni-rich phase. It was concluded that the microstructures of
AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) alloy coatings changed from BCC and B2 structure (x = 0) to
hypoeutectic with primary BCC a B2 phases (0.25 ≤ x < 0.75) then to eutectic with a mixture of BCC,
B2 and Laves phases (x = 0.75) and finally to hypereutectic with a primary Laves phase (0.75 < x ≤ 1).
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Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of high entropy alloy (HEA) coatings: (a) Nb0,
(b) Nb0.25, (c) Nb0.5, (e) Nb0.75, (f) Nb1.0; (d) magnification of the Nb0.5 alloy coating. The image
inserted in (b) was the high magnification of the B region in Nb0.25 alloy coating. A = primary phase;
B = eutectic region; C = another primary phase.

Table 3. EDS results of the coating zone (CZ) for AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0) alloy
coatings (at. %).

Alloys Regions Al Cr Fe Co Ni Nb

Nb0
Nominal 20 20 20 20 20 0

A 19.02 20.56 23.71 18 18.71 0

Nb0.25
Nominal 19.05 19.05 19.05 19.05 19.05 4.75

A 14.07 17.08 33.99 13.17 19.49 2.19
B 9.41 16.74 29.98 13.85 15.26 14.76

Nb0.5
Nominal 18.18 18.18 18.18 18.18 18.18 9.1

A 20.14 17.92 25.08 14.85 18.49 3.52
B 10.77 17.92 25.32 15.62 12.93 17.44

Nb0.75
Nominal 17.39 17.39 17.39 17.39 17.39 13.05

B 6.69 17.19 28.89 13.73 7.62 25.89

Nb1.0
Nominal 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.65

A 23.66 15.3 23.33 13.52 20.31 3.88
C 9.53 15.57 23.33 12.9 8.84 29.82
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3.3. Vickers Hardness

The Vickers hardness values for AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0) alloy coatings were
displayed in Figure 5, which tested from the top of the coating to the substrate. With the increment
of Nb content of AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings, the Vickers hardness increased. The Nb1.0 alloy
coating showed the highest hardness value of 913 HV, which was almost four times higher than that of
the 304 substrate. The high hardness of AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings might be ascribed to several
reasons: firstly, the Nb atom is larger in size compared to the other five alloying atoms; some Nb
element dissolved in the BCC/B2 solid solution phase could result in solid solution strengthening.
Secondly, the Laves phase was a kind of hard phase which contributed to the high hardness. For the
AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) alloys, the volume fractions of the Laves phase are 15%, 32.7%,
52%, 66%, respectively. The increased volume fraction of the Laves phase with increasing Nb content
led to the enhancement of Vickers hardness.
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alloy coatings.

3.4. Wear Resistance

Figure 6 showed the wear scar width and depth of the substrate and the AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy
coatings. The wear scar of the 304 stainless steel substrate was the widest and deepest among all
samples. In AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings, with the increase of Nb content from 0 to 0.75, the wear
width and depth decreased. Further increasing the Nb content to 1.0, the wear width and depth
increased, indicating the wear resistance got worse. The Nb0.75 alloy coating with the smallest value
of wear scar width and depth indicated the best wear resistance. The excellent wear resistance of
the Nb0.75 eutectic HEA coating resulted from the ductile BCC and B2 phases and the hard Laves
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phase coupled interaction. During the wear process, the hard Laves phase can play a role in resisting
adhesive wear, and the soft BCC and B2 phases can support the hard and brittle Laves phase to prevent
the expansion of brittle cracks. The interaction of the two phases improves the wear resistance of
the alloy.
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In order to further assess the wear resistance of the samples, wear data was obtained. Figure 7
shows the schematic of the calculation principal of wear volume (V), wherein, OA(R) is the radius of
the friction pair, AB (Lc) is the wear scar width, L is the wear scar length, 2θ is the center angle of the
grinding mark width AB, and θ can be estimated as:

θ = sin−1(
Lc

2R
) (1)

St is the area of triangle OAB, which can be estimated as:

St =
1
2

R2 sin 2θ (2)

Ss is the area of sector OAB, which can be estimated as:

SS = θ·R2 (3)

The wear area (S) can be expressed as: S = Ss − St. Therefore, wear volume (V) can be expressed as:

V = S·L (4)

The calculated wear cross section and wear volume of the AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings are
listed in Table 4. As observed in Table 4, the wear area and wear volume of the substrate were higher
than that of the AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings, indicating that the alloy coatings possessed better
wear resistance compared to the substrate. In addition, with the increase in Nb content, the wear
area and wear volume of the AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings first decreased (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.75) and then
increased (x > 0.75), which was consistent with the change trend of the wear scar width and depth.
This indicated that the wear rate of AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings first decreased and then increased.
The AlCoCrFeNiNb0.75 alloy coating possessed the best wear resistance.
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Table 4. Wear data of the substrate and the AlCoCrFeNiNbx high-entropy alloy coatings.

Sample Wear Cross Section (S) (µm2) Wear Volume (V) (mm3)

Substrate 0.041661 0.208304
Nb0 0.032378 0.161889

Nb0.25 0.029493 0.147463
Nb0.5 0.024503 0.122513
Nb0.75 0.021138 0.105689
Nb1.0 0.030857 0.154284

To investigate the wear behavior of AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloys coatings and the substrate, worn
surfaces were observed using SEM. The results are shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8a, heavy scuffing
and serious peeling could be seen on the 304 stainless steel substrate. Because the hardness of 304
stainless steel (250 HV) was much lower than that of the counterpart Si3N4 ball (1000 HV), the substrate
was too soft to resist plastic deformation from the hard counterpart, causing heavy scuffing. The high
temperature caused by the fast to-and-fro friction led to material oxidation, and then big pieces of
material peeled off from the substrate. From the EDS results shown in Figure 8a, it can be found that the
oxygen content was higher. Thus, for the substrate, abrasive wear is predominant and accompanied by
oxidation wear and adhesive wear. For AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) alloy coatings, only
a few wear debris and shallow scuffing was observed as shown in Figure 8b–e, indicating good wear
resistance. This resulted from the higher hardness of alloy coatings—hard alloys can prevent severe
plastic deformation when suffering wear and friction. The Nb0.75 alloy coating showed a very slight
trace of abrasive wear and little material transfer as shown in Figure 8e. However, from Figure 8f, slight
scuffing and obvious material loss could be seen on the surface of the Nb1.0 alloy coating. The Nb1.0
alloy coating has the largest hardness among all the alloys, which makes it brittle. During the wear
test process, the hard material peeling off from the surface of the Nb1.0 alloy coating played a role of
wedges [41]. Thus, adhesive wear was the dominating wear mechanism in the Nb1.0 alloy coating.
Oxidation happened in all samples, which was verified by the EDS result in Figure 8f, indicating that
the oxidation wear also was one of the wear mechanisms during the wear test. In conclusion, the
dominant wear mechanism of AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0) alloy coatings changes
from abrasive wear (x = 0–0.75) to adhesive wear (x = 1.0).
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4. Conclusions

The AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0) alloy coatings were successfully synthesized by
laser cladding on 304 stainless steel substrate. All the alloy coatings exhibited uniform microstructures,
high hardness and excellent wear resistance compared to the substrate. The microstructures of the
AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0–1.0) alloy coatings evolved from equiaxed grain with BCC and B2 phases (x = 0)
to hypoeutectic with primary BCC and B2 phases (0.25 ≤ x < 0.75), then to full eutectic with a mixture
of BCC and B2 and Laves phases (x = 0.75) and finally to hypereutectic with a primary Laves phase
(x = 1.0). In AlCoCrFeNiNbx (x = 0–1.0) alloy coatings, with the increase of Nb content, the Vickers
hardness values increased. The Nb1.0 alloy coating showed the highest hardness value of 913 HV,
which was almost four times higher than that of the substrate. Both the solid solution strengthening
and larger volume fraction of the hard Laves phase contributed to the larger hardness value of alloy
coatings. The AlCoCrFeNiNb0.75 alloy coating with a fully eutectic microstructure demonstrated the
best wear resistance among the AlCoCrFeNiNbx alloy coatings tested.
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